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Irizar Morocco:
latest technology in production means
Irizar Morocco is consolidated as Group production facility to help 
Ormaiztegi in production for Europe. 

The decision taken to complement production of the matrix 
company with the manufacturing of the Century model over this 
year has given its fruits and Irizar Morocco exports coaches to 
Poland, Italy, France, Portugal and Spain, and attends to enquiries 
from other countries outside of Europe. 

As from next year, also conventional i3 model coaches will be sold 
from that plant.

During the manufacturing of all the coach models for Europe 
qualified personnel from the Ormaiztegi plant accompanied 

and supervised all the engineering, quality and manufacturing 
processes so the result obtained is identical to that achieved in 
the matrix plant.

In response to this growing export demand in the segment of 
the mentioned products, the plant has been extended by 3000 
m2 to increase the production rhythm with more variety of 
models. In addition, latest technology production means have 
been incorporated to guarantee the same quality and reliability 
standards as the other Group production plants. 

These actuations are framed within the ongoing improvement 
and corporate image projects that Irizar is carrying out in the 
production plants and in its installations to guarantee and 
always offer high quality products and services and innovative 
technology to its clients. 

At local level, Irizar Morocco continues leading the market of luxury 
coaches, with a market share close to 100%. It has manufactured 
more than 1500 high quality luxury coaches and is a reference for 
our clients in reliability and profitability, as well as in passenger 
comfort and safety. Now it is consolidated as an export platform 
that supports the Group in Europe and other countries.
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